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INTRODUCTION
And so we’re back with another ideas ‘n’ inspiration-packed City Limits - our
view on urban living (from the rewards offered to the challenges encountered),
and how brands can reach for culturally-charged commercial advantage in
these high-drama mega-spaces.
This time we’re focusing on mobility. Though, truth be told, that’s a pretty
diverse topic in itself: mobility in terms of how we navigate the city; mobility in
how we get to live in the city, be that upping sticks from someplace close by, or
migrating thousands of miles; mobility in how people succeed and progress in
these intense environments. Mobility, clearly, sees us moving forwards in many
fascinating ways.
The role of data. Transportation innovations. Brand campaigns decoded. Fresh
trends and emergent visual language. It’s all here - and all sourced from Crowd
DNA intensely global and highly researched view of the world.
We hope this makes for nutritious food for thought, as you stroll/run/ride/drive/
hover (OK, not just yet) about your own city.
Editor: Phoebe Trimingham
Design: Sibel Ekemen
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AT A GLANCE: MOBILITY IN CITIES
ACROSS THE GLOBE
Stats that make the world go round

Of the nearly seven
million people born
overseas living in
Canada, almost half
(46%) live in Toronto.

A revolutionary fuel is being developed
for use by London’s buses. 20% of which
is made up of a biofuel produced from
recycled coffee from London’s cafes.

Personal electric
scooters have
seen a huge rise
in Amsterdam:
ownership has more
than tripled from
8,000 units in 2007
to 35,000 in 2016.

Listed as the most
congested city in the
world, the average
person in LA spends
104 hours stuck in
traffic each year.

5% of for-hire drivers in
New York (including limos
and luxury vehicles) are
women and only 574 of
the city’s 51,874 cab
drivers are women (1%).

Rio de Janeiro’s bus system
alone serves half a million
passengers every day.

Key:
Cycling / On-Demand Transport
Migration / Human Movement
Transport / A to B
Future Mobility / Sustainability
Population / Density / Wealth
Gender / Diversity
Sources: Sustainable Cities Mobility Index,
INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard, World Economic Forum, The
Copenhagenize Index, The Conversation, Infrastructure Australia,
City Metric, Metrorail, USA Today, The Citizen

The Russia World Cup host cities
received more than five million
tourists in 2018, with Moscow (over
2.7 million), St. Petersburg (over
600,000), Sochi (over 500,00).

On your bike: the network
of cycle paths in Berlin
has grown from 856km to
1,433km since 2002.

Shanghai has an
estimated 450,000
sharing-bikes scattered
around the city, all waiting
to be unlocked via apps.

An influx of 360,000 people
commute into Frankfurt for
work every day, raising the
city’s population to almost
one million.

Hong Kong’s
public transport
system (MTR)
oversees approx
12.6 million
passenger
journeys every
single day.

London bus journeys
are down by 5% since
2014 and the number
of people taking the
underground has
fallen by 1.4%.

Bordeaux is the only
city in France with
a gender split that
sees more women
cycling than men.

Madrid is paving the
sustainability path,
implementing a ban on all
non-resident vehicles except
zero-emission delivery cars,
taxis and public transport
from its city centre in
November 2018.

Of the 2,528,000
daily commuters in
Cape Town, only 9%
travel by foot or bike.

The
urbanised
part of the
Mumbai
region is
expected to
more than
double in
size, from
30% to 60%
of the area
by 2050.
Dubai has the
world’s largest
foreign-born
population (83%
of the city).
In Copenhagen, the
cycling population
contributes to an
impressive $261
million a year in
public health savings.

In 2014, Kerala launched
the “She-Taxi” cab network,
with more than 50,000
female drivers in its first
year. G-Taxis (operated
by the transgender
community) were then
introduced in 2016 in
Thiruvananthapuram.

By 2030, eight in ten
households in Singapore
are due to have an
MRT station within a
ten-minute walk from
their home.

Sydney commuters
collectively spend a
gruelling 200,000
hours in traffic
every year - and
that’s estimated to
double by 2046.

Just 10% of Adelaide
residents use public
transport for their
daily commute.
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CITIES IN MOTION
A mobility revolution is gearing up...

Urban mobility
has become
a seriously
hot topic over
recent years. As
more and more
people flock to
cities and urban
populations
swell way
beyond
imagination,
the (supposedly)
simple task of
getting from A
to B is blown
into new-scale
proportions,
with unique
and urgent
challenges
popping up in
cities across the
globe. How,
for example,
do you get
one billion
commuters
safely around
Mumbai during
rush hour, every
single day?

And, while significant technical and regulatory barriers to
autonomous vehicles still exist, we only need to study the
success of on-demand and dockless transport to see the
potential of urban mobility ahead. Countless new bike, car,
scooter, cycle, moped and taxi sharing services now operate
in cities around the world. These ‘floating’ transport options
– Ofo, Cityscoot, Spin, Mobike, Jump, to name just a few –

So as we move
full speed into
this new era of
urban mobility,
what will it
mean for citydwellers and
brands alike?
As the way we
experience cities
fundamentally
changes
(thanks, in part,
to urbanisation,
remote working
and the
dominance of
digital) our very
movements
change in
response. And
so to do our
routes, rides
and rationales
for travelling
from A to B in
the first place.
Enjoy the ride.

CITY LOGOS
Guess the city...
Around the world
in tube maps –
can you guess
the city subway?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Answers:
1. Istanbul 2. Brussels 3. Montreal 4. Hong Kong

Gone are the
times of relying
on fixed routes
and public
transport
timetables.
Now, tech gurus
sit alongside
brands,
businesses, governments and urban planners, all working on
exciting and disruptive mobility solutions. Worldwide, cities are
moving away from privately owned modes of transport towards
viewing transport solutions as a service. As a result, consumer
demand, responsive tech and seamless, multimodal journeys
are the key trends driving this new age of urban mobility. The
rules of the road are being rewritten.

automatically
generate new
routes and
possibilities, as
well as improve
travel times,
environmental
impact and
access to
mobility for all.
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FROM A TO B
Urban transport meets brands and culture
The ever-changing landscape of mobility and our constant ‘on-the-go’ attitude has dramatically
changed how we experience transport in pretty much all cities around the world. Continuous innovation
in the field is now reflected in our cityscapes, urban engagements and new brand activations.
Here’s how culture and brands are engaging with matters of transport within city environments.

IDENTITY IN TRANSIT
Swelling populations, busier streets and conflicting
urban influences: cities are where the self can easily
get lost in an endless sea of people. Particularly
during transit, it’s hard to cling to individual identity.
How are brands helping consumers assert their sense
of self when on the road? How can identity remain
present while moving through the urban mass?

Away, City Perspectives
Lifestyle travel brand Away
makes luggage for the
modern traveller. Their ‘City
Perspectives’ line explores how
mobility defines consumers in
five different European cities:
London, Berlin, Paris, Milan and
Copenhagen. Away accesses
the unique character of each
city via thoughtful design and
constructs personality through
mobile identities – often opening
experiential pop-up spaces
(designed like airport terminals) to
help consumers select their perfect,
personalised ‘travel uniform’.

adidas x BVG
A collaboration bringing
together public transport
and fashion, these
limited edition shoes
double up as an annual
pass for Berlin’s transit
system, with design
mimicking the aesthetic
of the German capital.
Costing €180 and
including an annual
ticket (worth €728),
adidas aims to make
fashion and urban life
affordable, as well as
inextricably linked.
URBAN Eat
Together with other fast
food chains, companies and
spin-offs like Veggie Pret,
URBAN Eat and Tyme are
leading the way in making
hectic, ‘on-the-go’ city living
healthier. Adding vegan and
vegetarian options to their
menus, they are allowing
busy consumers to choose
and maintain different
lifestyles while criss-crossing
around town.

THE PATH OF LEAST
RESISTANCE
It can be difficult to move around a city or get
from one place to the next with increasing levels of
congestion and bad connectivity (to name just two
mobility issues!). How are brands and social initiatives
encouraging frictionless mobility and making it easier
for consumers to get from A to B?

Burger King,
The Whopper Bus
Burger King teamed up with
Belgian transport company
De Lijn to create a new bus
line connecting consumers
with their newly opened
outlet. Far from the city
center, this free ‘drive to
store’ initiative bypassed
other transport issues
prevalent in the urban
areas of Brussels.

Citymapper x Gett
Citymapper has partnered
with Gett (an on-demand
travel app) to launch a
new taxi service that can
fill the gaps in other modes
of transport in London. By
using data, Citymapper
hones in on where
connectivity is missing in
the capital and provides
tailored solutions.

Glasgow’s Intelligent
Street Lighting
Instead of the traditional
on/off system, Glasgow
is working to improve
urban lighting and, in turn,
enhance safety throughout
the city with the use of smart
technology. By upgrading
and finding different ways
of using the street light
network, mobility and safety
can quickly be improved.
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DISRUPTING THE EVERYDAY

ENERGISING CITIES

Swallowed up in the faceless crowd, it’s easy to tune
out to surroundings – especially when making the
same journey hundreds of times. How can brands
break the monotony of mundane commutes? How
can people experience their cities with fresh eyes
through transformative activations?

With limited green space and little access to nature,
cities are often a place of stationary pleasure. Urban
planning restrictions and hectic lifestyles mean it’s
particularly difficult for city dwellers to find the time
and space to be active, to reconnect, or consistently
engage with sustainable behaviours.

Taipei Universiade
Augmenting an otherwise
uneventful commute, Taipei
transformed their public
transport system into mini
sporting venues, cleverly
linked to the second biggest
sports fixture in the world,
The Universiade multisport event for university
athletes. An immersive,
playful experience to engage
commuters in their city in
new and exciting ways.

Jose Cuervo,
Tequila Fountains
Adding a new experience
to city life by subverting
the expected, Jose Cuervo
briefly ‘upgraded’ Los
Angeles’ water fountains
to dispense Jose Cuervo
Silver Tequila, bringing
unexpected and hedonistic
behaviour to LA on
the move.

Swapfiets
Subscription bike company
Swapfiets is rapidly
changing mobility in the
Netherlands with their
signature ‘blue tire’
bicycles. For a fixed monthly
fee all the negatives of
owning a bike are removed,
eradicating any obstacles
for the consumer and
making it easier to choose
an active, sustainable
mode of transport.

Vegamálun, 3D Crossing
In Ísafjörður, the Icelandic
government and Vegamálun
GÍH used innovate design
to spice up urban mobility.
By creating a 3D crossing,
pedestrians are given the
opportunity to experience
the city anew with a
playful, virtual lens.

Nike x The City
Of Portland
Nike collaborated with
Portland, USA to get a high
profile and long-awaited
bike share scheme off the
ground: Biketown. The
partnership stimulates
inhabitants to work together
and get around the city in a
eco-friendly manner.

Camden Brewery x
Run Like Hells
Camden Brewery organises
weekly ‘social runs’ around
London for people that love
to run (and also love beer).
Encouraging active life in the
city, Camden Brewery also
touches on the need to connect
in frequently anonymous
urban environments.

Brands winning the sustainable mobility game
Car Next Door, Sydney
Turning any car into a shared car, with simple neighbour-to-neighbour vehicle renting.
Lemon Bus, Brighton
Originally run on recycled cooking oil from local restaurants, Lemon Bus is now the UK’s first solar-powered electric bus.
Parkeagle, Amsterdam
Smart solution that helps locate empty parking spots, so less fuel gets used searching for an illusive free space.
Brooklyness, New York
One of many bicycle subscription services for foldable electric bikes – sustainable mobility without ownership hassle.
Movers, Bogotá
Sharing-solutions that connect companies, employees and transport services to find the most efficient ways to commute.
Jump In Jump Out, Mumbai
App allowing people to offer or seek out lifts during commuter crushes, sharing costs and reducing congestion.
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CAPTU RING
THE COMMUTE

New York, Fulton Street station

London, Old Street roundabout
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From driverless cars to flying
passengers, we take a ride into
the future of urban mobility

MOBILITY TRENDS

E

verything from intelligent traffic systems to
levitating capsules are being considered
as mobility solutions for our ever-growing
cities. As with many things, however, it can
often feel like we’re getting carried away with
hyper-futuristic concepts, while the simpler
solutions that cities actually need are ignored.
With so many pie-in-the-sky ideas (literally)
flying around, what are the urban mobility
trends worth tracking?
Multimodal Journeys

Of course, constant connectivity and the
Internet Of Things are steadily making
their way into urban mobility structures:
smart traffic lights and road sensors
are already commonplace. As routes
become increasingly networked, real-time
data can optimise and augment our city
experience, creating entirely new ways of
interacting with urban environments (see
pg 10). But with greater access to products
and services that facilitate this seamless
mobility, the city itself needs to become
similarly adaptive. Urban planners should
leave room for people to construct and
reconstruct their own environments.
As our perceptions around space and
movement change, so will the shape
of the future city.

IMAGINED FUTURE MOBILITY
SOLUTIONS
Feast your eyes on five potential ways you
could replace your Honda and one day
enjoy(?!) your city commute

Find your nearest
recycled coffee station,
fuel up on power for
both you and car, then
hit the road. Sustainable,
wide-eyed futures await.
Get some exercise
with a five person bike
drone, powered entirely
by you and your fellow
passengers’ steam.
Ride-sharing and
sustainable (if you can
spin hard enough).
Give your legs a rest
with these ever-changing
escalators. Preprogrammed with flexible
drop off points throughout
the city. Key in your
destination and hold on.

Escamove

Late for work? Traffic
for miles? Let these
gravity-defying pods
simply step from A to
B in one, long-legged
stride. Transparent
viewing floor optional.

Podover

This unlock-and-go
hoverboard is charged
using solar energy and
has built-in sensors to
automatically avoid any
obstacles (people included).

Sky-skate

With global investments in ride-sharing
companies increasing from $5.3 billion in
2014 to $11.3 billion in 2015, it’s clear that
a shared approach is quickly solidifying its
place in the mobility food chain. Transport
subscription services and thousands of ‘unlockand-go’ apps are now having a significant
impact on both public transport usage and
vehicle ownership. As we move towards these
experiential ways of consuming transport, new
opportunities arise for brands to investigate
urban exploration and shared mobility
occasions, as well as temporary or subscription
based ownership (or, indeed, ownership at all).

Smart And Seamless

Spin4drone

Get There Faster, Together

Despite still being parked behind technical and regulatory barriers,
we’re all aware of the hype surrounding autonomous vehicles and flying
taxis – such as Google’s self-driving car and the Rolls-Royce electrical
vertical take-off and land (EVTOL) vehicle. Even though they’re still not
ready for the ‘road’, these technologies are likely to bring about positive
change on a global scale. They promise to answer road-safety concerns;
lower transportation costs; run on sustainable power; and open up
widespread and inclusive access to mobility. What’s also interesting is
that autonomous vehicles will offer passengers the luxury of free time,
instigating a whole new category of leisure for brands to engage with.

Carffeine

The Institute for Mobility Research suggests
that future-ready cities are the ones embracing
multimodality. Simply, by offering various
means of getting from A to B, cities are
able to flex and open to the needs of its
‘users’, without relying on fixed services.
On-demand vehicles, new forms of public
or private transport, walking, cycling and a
whole range of dockless contraptions allow
people to take control of their journey, while
decreasing congestion and pollution at the
same time. This shift towards multimodality
moves cities away from centralised power and
opens up new ways of living, characterised by
flexibility, spontaneity and diversity. Brands and
businesses that rely on fixed communications
should explore a similar mix-and-match
approach to urban life.

Innovative Rides
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MIGRATION AND
MOVEMENT
Exploring the emergent visual language of urban migration and mobility in cities,
as represented through brands and culture…

Mass migration and increased urban mobility are changing the face of the planet – and, in return, the faces that
make up our cities. While this is nothing new, it is certainly speeding up. And, as society finally starts to demand
accurate, diverse representations of city life, how is the mobility of humans affecting branding? We explore
recent manifestations of migration and urban movement, as told by culture and brands.

MAPPING DIVERSITY

Cities are shaped by diverse neighbourhoods. Brands are exploring
and mapping these social landscapes by moving between urban
areas, often championing their difference.

Uber, Where To Britain?
These short films marry physical
movement with social mobility,
featuring taxi journeys taken
within UK cities by a diverse cast.
The series explores the unifying
power of mobility: placing
diversity into a relatable context
and demonstrating everyday
progression as it happens.

Converse, Lo Que Soy
This campaign presents social
mobility as an opportunity within
the lives of Latin American
individuals. Pointing to the flex of
city living by contrasting imagery
of their ‘normal’ day jobs with their
work as a diverse set of artists.

My Brother’s Keeper Alliance,
We Are The Ones
Exploring the ability of technology
to boost social mobility across
cities, this campaign tracks the
journey of a message of inclusivity
across an urban landscape,
resonating with a diverse cast of
people along the way.
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ROOTS OF THE CITY

Migration has laid the foundations of cities across the globe for centuries; brands are now
celebrating the history of movement and shaping of urban melting pots.

Budweiser, Born The Hard Way
Budweiser plays on its heritage, retelling the tale
of its founder’s journey from Germany to America,
showing grit, determination and great devotion
to his cause. While the welcoming spirit of the
founding fathers reminds the viewer of the
original American dream.

Jigsaw, Jigsaw Loves Immigrants
Claiming ‘there is no such thing as 100% British’
Jigsaw celebrates the role migration and global
trade play within the success of the company, as
well as the nation. Using a diverse cast and a bold
inclusive statement, the brand excludes those
who would exclude others.

84 Lumber, The Entire Journey
Representing the true face of migration, this
commercial tracked the journey of a mother and
daughter from rural Mexico to the American border.
On the way, the daughter crafts an American flag
from detritus she finds; exploring the true meaning of
patriotism and the symbolism of walls and boundaries.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

Brands are exploring freedom of movement between urban hubs, assessing the
city’s place within the wider global narrative of mass migration.

Airbnb, Let’s Keep Travelling Forward
In response to the upholding of Trump’s travel
ban, Airbnb explore the concept of a world
without the movement of people. Stock imagery of
iconic exploration sits alongside everyday urban
transport, creating a visual representation of
turning back societal progress in cities.

Beats By Dre, Defiant Mixtape
This visual mixtape questions ‘how did I get
here?’, before showing us ‘how to take it around
the world’ by telling stories of global football stars
and tracking their journeys through cities across
the planet (to reach Russia 2018).

Facebook, Here Together
Tackling social mobility from a virtual perspective:
this simple campaign demonstrates how we have
come to form connections online, bridging gaps
over physical distance and creating digital cities.

TALES OF SOCIAL HEALING

Attempting to remedy the effects of polarisation, many brands are celebrating
cultural mobility and migration within cities – and beyond.

Google, Pride For Everyone
Google documented Pride parades in cities across
the world, turning the footage into VR experiences
for LGBTQ communities isolated from such events.
Connecting communities with the acceptance of
global cities to combat prejudice and isolation.

Smirnoff, Stay Open
Smirnoff applaud Canada’s attitude of openness
towards immigration. Focusing their lens keenly
on a diverse crowd of individuals, they emphasise
that it is the people who truly tell the story of a city.

HSBC, Global Citizen
Choosing a gentle approach to post-Brexit
isolationism, HSBC focus on how international
mobility impacts on our everyday lives. Its matter
of fact, yet whimsical tone explores the homes,
work and leisure places of city-dwellers around
the world without ‘taking sides’.
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CITY TRACKS

As data begins to track our every step, how is it driving mobility?

D

ata (big or small) is having a
profound effect on how we
navigate cities, as well as how
we experience urban relationships
– both IRL and online. But it’s also
responsible for wider changes: using
our tracked movements to address
social challenges; improve overall urban
life; and alter the very shape and size
of cities around the world. Data-driven
mobility has only just set off - here’s
what’s currently on the circuit.
Intuitive Traffic
Advances in mobility data find a natural
fit with transport issues – in particular,
city traffic. For example, the local
government in Louisville, Kentucky is
using sensors and cloud technology to
allow traffic lights to adjust in real time,
improving responsive mobility around
the city. Similarly, in 2017, Transport
For London conducted a four week
pilot, analysing anonymous data from
customer’s wifi devices across central
London. Tracking 42 million journeys
helped them understand what people
were doing at certain pain points –
passing through stations, changing
trains, or entering and exiting a station.
They plan to use this data to install
tailored improvements across the
network, streamlining the commutes of
millions.

Data is having a profound
effect on how we move
around cities, as well as
how we navigate urban
relationships
Streamlined Safety
Transport For London is also using data
to address issues of public safety. Their
interactive collision map plays a key role
in the Mayor’s ‘vision zero’, which aims
to eradicate deaths on London’s roads
by 2041. Smart policing tools also aim
to harness data to improve public safety.
For example, ShotSpotter is allowing
police across 90 US cities to mobilise
quicker and more accurately in response
to gun crime. It uses machine-learning

algorithms to identify gunshots from
sound recorded by sensors on buildings
and triangulate their exact location,
which is then sent to police smartphones.
Personalised Progress
On a more personal level, apps such as
CityMapper and Google maps (whose
familiar interfaces guide us through an
ever-growing list of international cities)
have become increasingly responsive
to real time choices and contexts of city
life. Similarly, fitness trackers such as
Strava and the Nike running app (which
monitor distance, pace, time and calories
in relation to personal goals) are

Consumer movement data
is revolutionising brands’
abilities to understand
their presence and power
within a city
connecting millions of urban athletes,
creating a digital community based in
the joy of movement. These apps, and
many others like them, are using data
to streamline the city experience for
personal gain. As urban populations
grow and technical innovation ramps-up,
the potential of individual gain within
smart cities has only just begun.
Branded Commutes
Consumer movement data is also
revolutionising brands’ abilities to
understand their presence and power
within a city. For example, by measuring
the success of campaigns against IRL
outcomes from exposure to advertising,
whether that be static or mobile.
Herradura Tequila worked alongside
Foursquare to geomatch urban nightlife
spots with location data from mobile
phones, targeting individuals who had
recently been near a location. Data
also helps brands understand how their
customers are moving through a city;
tracking their routines and assessing
how to become a relevant part of those
rituals. For example, in Istanbul,
Unilever has used temperature sensors
on billboards to dynamically switch
between soup or ice cream adverts,

allowing them to react intuitively to the
real life context of their consumers.
The rise and potential of data-driven
mobility is clearly exciting for consumers
and brands alike. As technology
continues to evolve and react to urban
needs, a symbiotic relationship between
place and populous is beginning to
form, transforming our city sprawls into
high-tech, intelligent eco-systems.

Five apps changing how
we move around cities
Sidekix
Urban discovery? Count us in. Sidekix
builds your route around what kind of
sights you want to see along the way.
Waze
Community based information, urban
focused navigation. Real time updates
for drivers, including accidents, road
changes and speed cameras.
Block’hood
A city building simulation game
that aims to highlight issues of
sustainability and climate change to
the next generation of urban planners.
Ryde
Real time ridesharing and
carpooling app, providing a smart,
cheap and sustainable alternative
for the daily commute.
Foynt
Gamifying road safety, Foynt
technology supports safety on the road
by mapping routes and awarding
points for conscious mobility.
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CROWD SNAPSHOTS
Where we’ve been and what we’ve seen in
cities around the world.

Taking the term ‘sharing scooter’ to its limits.
Crowd DNA in Mumbai

Gentrification (almost) meets migration
at a hip Parisian cafe-bookstore.
Crowd DNA in Paris

Brightening up the commute: Swedish
artists decorate the subway system to create
one of the world’s largest art exhibitions.
Crowd DNA in Stockholm

(Extreme) convenience shops that
come to you, selling anything from
flowers and food, to underwear.
Crowd DNA in Hanoi
Mobility isn’t always moving forward.
Popping into the past with a 20th century
Deutsche classic: the humble Opel.
Crowd DNA in Hamburg

Commutes to school-runs: electric scooters
have taken off in Singapore – but their nippy
nature means the government are now
looking at ways to restrict them, including
fines and a zoom-restricting speed cap.
Crowd DNA in Singapore

Motivational messages on the number 333 bus.
Crowd DNA in London

Meanwhile in the Bay Area…
robots roam the sidewalks bringing
customers their food deliveries.
Crowd DNA in San Francisco

Never miss a catch-up (!) with a Google
conference bike, allowing employees to
hold meetings across campus.
Crowd DNA in Mountain View

PAYE mobility scooting into the
sharing economy with electric
wheels for hire in Washington.
Crowd DNA in Washington DC

Riding public transport to go riding waves.
Crowd DNA in Rockaway, New York City

Thanks for
reading.
Crowd DNA is a cultural insights and strategy consultancy
with offices in London, Amsterdam, New York and Singapore.
Formed in 2008, operating in 55+ markets, we bring
together trends specialists, researchers, strategists, writers,
designers and film-makers, creating culturally charged
commercial advantage for the world’s most exciting brands.
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